
  

USING FLAMP



  

Start FLDIGI and make sure RxID and TxID are both selected.  I find it 
convenient to have a macro defined to <exec> FLAMP and also to call other modes 

of operation.



  

Start FLAMP, “drag and drop” your text file to the spot indicated on the Transmit 
screen.  The file will automatically copy to the Transmit Queue.



  

Look at the file size and the time to transmit.  Make sure you have a reasonable 
time indicated and not something that will run for several minutes or hours.



  

Reselect the mode or try others to get the time reasonable.  Reliability will be 
reduced with higher speeds and a wider bandwidth will likely cause interference on 

the frequency in use.  Reselect even if the mode you plan to use is already in the 
box.  Select Comp for compression.



  

Make sure the automatic interface between FLDIGI and FLAMP made the switch 
to the selected mode and that the bandwidth is not interfering with another station 

on the waterfall.



  

Press the Xmit key and everything will happen automatically.  



  

The receiving station will automatically change modes and extract the file from the 
data stream,  if all works as planned.



  

In this case only 1 of 5 blocks had the proper checksum so the receiving station will 
need to Report (when asked) which will put the missing files need in the transmit 

screen on FLDIGI.  You must then start and stop transmission on FLDIGI.



  

This is the Receive screen if all goes well.  All 5 blocks were received and the file 
can be read on the Data screen or saved by selecting the Save button.



  

Missing blocks or confirmed transmission will appear on the TX portion of 
FLDIGI.  Be sure to report but only when asked by the transmitting station for 

reports.



  

I hope that helped.  Remember I am also learning something 
new and do not have all the answers.  Maybe FLMSG next week 

if all goes well.

● K4PZ
● Jim Balaun
● k4pz@arrl.net
● 706-865-0930
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